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PREFACE

Who is a vocational education curriculum specialist? The answer
to this question is not as simple as t might ar:gear. A vocational

education curriculum specialist is likely to work in many different
capacities, including, but not irilited to: instructor, department
chairperson, dean of vocational-technical education, vocational super-
visor, principal, state or !ocal director of vocational education, and
curriculum coordinator.

The specialist is, perhaps, more identifiable by his/her respon-
sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

planning, organizing, actualizing, and controlling the work
of an educational team performed to determine ahd achieve
objectives.

planning, or'Ianizing, and evaiLktting content and learning
processes into sequential activities that facilitate the
achievement of objectives.

diagnosing present and projected training needs of business,
industry, educational institutions, and the learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing different theories of curric-
ulum development, management, and evaluation and cdapting them
for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-
senting a comprehensive curriculum development proj2ct dealing with the
training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose

of this two-year project was 1) to design, develop, and evaluate an
advanced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials
based on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-
tencies, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors
and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for
flexible installation. These materials are not meant to be used only
in the manner of an ordinary textbook. The materials can be used
effectively by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-
tional environments, including independent study, team teaching,
seminars, and workshops, as well as in more conventional classroom
settings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and
presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines

This study guide has five major sections. Each section contains useful

information, suggestions, and/or activities that assist in the achievement

of the competencies of a Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist. Each

major section is briefly described below.

PARTJ: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PART I contains an Overview and Rationale, Educational Goals and Performance

Objectives, Recommended Learning Materials, and Suggested Reference

Materials. This section will help the user answer the following questions:

How is the module organized?

What is the educational purpose of the module?

What specifically should the user learn from this module?

What are the specific competencies emphasized in this module?

What learning materials are necessary?

What related reference materials would be helpful?

PART II: CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Part II contains the content outline arranged by goals. The outline is a

synthesis of information from many sources related to the major topics

(goals and objectives) of the module. Study activities for each goal and

its corresponding objectives follow each se:tion of the content outline,

allowing students to complete the exercises related to Goal 1 before going

on to Goal 2.

PART GROUP n' 10M ACTIVITIES

The "1\ctivitie- ,ource, column in the content outline contains refer-

ences to class or T--Jia activities and discussion questions related to

specific contenL , outline. These activities and discussion questions



ore located in i;,' 1, ,Ifd ;r ,i; I.

or the student. r3oth tHf Sic rucOL v;t

occorponied by suiige,.ted t'eopu w,c,e, for

du not represent conclu'Hve ah 4TCS to th,. It .1 J`

Also contain, d in the
the rei ere

numbers of the resources used to develo;, the content anti ro.

reference numbt=rs correc,pond to the number

Materials in PART I.

PAR.I IV: STUDENT SELF-CHECK

of tji- Ow too ReTrehLe

PART IV contains questions directly related to'the goals and objective

the module. The self-check may be used as a pre-test or as a post-test,

or as a perodic self-check for students in determining thelr own progress

throughout the module.

PART V: APPENDICES

Appendix A contains responses to the Study Activities from PART II, and

Appendix 13 contains responses to the StJdent Self-Check. The responses

provide immediate feedback to the user and allow the module to be used

more effectively for individualized study. They have been included in the

last part of the module as appendices to facilitate their removal should

the user wish to use them at a later time rather than concurrently with

the rest of the module.

Approximately 30 hours of out-of-class study will he necessary to complete

this module.

Overview and Rationale

There is nothing more difficult to take
in hand, more perilous to conduct, or
more uncertain in its success, than to

take the lead in the introduction of
a new order of things.

The Prince, Machiavelli
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1. Cind r htally handicaped,

;ociety; with the proplems

chani:e; and th the many other

1 r.-1Holv cnanging society.

ar ;Tactitioner is still needed to transmit the

of nis vocation. P.ait knowledge and skill are no longer suf-

fici.mt .;,,,.:3:fications for the vocational educator. Today, the vocational

,,ducater ralst show not only occupatiunal knowledge and skill, but must

also be an innovator and a cham:e agent. The process of innovation has

been the focus oY much research, and the resultant knowledge should be

made available to voca.,:ional educators to help them in their expanded

role as char,;e agents. This module has been designed to serve this purpose.

Vocational educators must recognize that the vocational curriculum special-

ist program in which they are involved is innovative; the techniques

that have maintained an nurtured this program will be identified in this

module.

Module 11 is designed to give the student a brief overview of the diffusion

process of educational innovations. It is structured to help the student

progress from the stage of understanding educational problems and theoreti-

cal models of innovation to a stage where he himse,f will build and critique

diffusion models.

1 2
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Goals and Objectives
Upon comidetion of thir, idu le, !,he student will be aole to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

,01,1 11,1: EXPLAIN THE PROCE!/...) OF DMLNINATION, IMPLEMENTATION, AND

DIILI/AIION A', A PROCEYJ UI CHANGE_ IN THE EDUCATIONAL

OiMMONIIY.

objective 11,11 Define the terms used in the study of the

diffusion of educational programs, in-

cluding the followibi: change agent, client,

dissemination, diffusion, implementation,

innovation, user, and integrated approach.

objectivc I? Describe the characteristics of people most

likely I
>
acept. innovations.

objective
i

Ixplain how the Innovations Evaluation Guide

can be used to evaluate the berwfits and

costs of potential innovations.

objective 11.14 I ist and describe at least five of the nine

attributes exhibited V proqrams that are

mst easily adopted.

Obje( tive I. IC Ixplain the difference between an integrated

approach and a sequential approach to devel-

opment and diffusion.

bbje( Live 11.16 Describe the four models of diffusion,

hiplementpition, and utili/ation.

I ',CRIPD DOW A LHAncd. AGIN( LAN DUG/Mil/If Dv; WORK 'A HIM !;11C-

V,1111 INNOVA 1 ION WI! I. iAKI. PLACE.

objective II,?1 Describe the four roles of the change agent.

Obje( tive IL?? I.ist and describe the six stages of the

Havelock model of innovation and change.

objective 11,?'; Describe the four requirements for establish-

ing ;. successful first encounter with clients

and the conformity.

14



Objective 11.24 List the six danger signals that indicate

a successful relationship may not be

possible.

Objective 11.25 Describe the three ways to diagnose a

client's problem or need.

Objective 11.26 Describe the nine mechanisms that can be

used for acquiring information and rele-

vant resources.

Objective 11_.27 Describe the four steps that should be

completed before a solution to a partic-

ular problem is decided upon.

Objective 11..28 List and describe the six phases in the

process of individual adoption.

Objective 11.29 Explain how the change agent can expedite

each of the six phases of the adoption

process.

Objective 11.210 Describe six procedures that help ensure

that a program will be maintained.
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PART II

CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Goals 11.1, 11.2

Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 11.1: Explain the Process of '

Dissemination, Implementation, and
Utilization as a Process of
Change in the Educational Community.

Goal 11.2: Describe How a Change Agent
Can Organize His Work So That Successful
Innovation Will Take Place.

A. Introducing and Maintainin_g Changp

The best programs in the world are useless if

they are sitting on a shelf gathering dust.

Although you may spend hours planning the perfect

innovative program, acquiring the necessary

materials and equipment, getting the budget

approved, and assigning teachers, you may not

have a successful program if you do not follow

the proper procedure for introducing and main-

taining it.

If teachers and administrators do not like it,

they can be very effective in making the best

-9-



Content Outline (continued)

program 103k like a failure. You must have their

support for your innoN,,tion.

In this lesson, we shall discuss how to imple-

ment innovation.

1. Terminology of Change. In educational re-

search and development, the terms diffusion,

dissemination, implementation, and utilization

are often used inconsistently. In this

lesson, diffusion is a general term definedas

the process of transmitting information about

an educational innovation (an idea, program,

or product); it includes the sequential stages.

of dissemination, implementation, and utiliza-

tion.

a. Dissemination is the process by which the

diffusion creates awareness of or inter-

est in the innovative ideas, programs, or

products; it provides the information

necessary for potential users to decide

whether or not to implement the innova-

tion on a trial basis.

b. Implementation is the trial adoption of

the innovation by the user. The diffusor

is active at this stage, offering priority

technical assistance, consultation, train-

ing, and help in adapting the innovation

to the unique needs of a user.

c. Utilization is the final process in the

diffusion sequence. It is the adoption

of the in )vation by the user.

2 0
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Content Outline (continued)

2. The Change Agent. Your job as a change agent

is to carry out the process of diffusion so

that programs will be accepted and used as

intended.

B Functions of the Change Agent

There are five general functions the change agent

must perform. Th.* are: involving potential

users in the development and selection ofprograms;

informing potential users about programs; demon-

strating the effectiveness of programs; training

program staff to use the innovative programs; and

servicing and maintaining implemented innovations

(10).

1. Involving potential users in the development

and selection of programs. Early functionsof

the change agent include diagnosing the needs

and interests of the program users, evaluat-

ing the benefits of alternative programs,

studying the feasibility of funding and

using programs, and adapting programs to

fit the needs of the user. It is crucial to

involve potential users and even community--

unions, major employers, youth groups--in

this stage. The dynamics of technological

change are so rapid that the involvement of

business and industry, along with the teachers

themselves, is crucial.

2. Informing potential users about programs.

Early dissemination activities include

writing information brochures and organizing

demonstrations and conferences to inform

(10) Introduction to
Dissemination
and Marketin
Also see
The Change Agent's
Guide to Inno-
vation in Educa-
tion.



Con.,ent Outline (continued)

selected audiences about Rackages and pro-

grams relevant to their situations.

Until recently, educational innovations

occurred so infrequently that there was little

need for a systematic informing function.

But with the increase in number of new devel-

opments available, the function of informing

has become important even to sophisticated

school systems. Information must be made

available in ways that help the practitioner

make a sensible professional judgment.

3. Demonstrating the effectiveness of programs.

Demonstration activities include: setting

up field-test demonstration sites and organi-

zing visits; instituting "trial runs" in

schools to allow for first-hand observation

and evaluation; providing data and evalua-

tions on previous uses of the program.

Demonstration can easily be turned into

evangelism. In the past, the typical demon-

stration was arranged to convince the prac-

titioner of something by showing him that it

was feasible. But these traditional demon-

strations often failed--first, because they

were set up in unrellistic situations, such

as university laboratory schools; and second,

because they did not provide the practitioner

with an opportunity to assess the innovation.

Today, the function of the demonstrator is to

create credible situations so the practitioner

can gather relevant information from the

2 2
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Content Outline (continued)

demonstration about the operation and its

consequences.

4. Training_ program staff to use the innovative

programs. Training activities include:

running Saturday or summer workshops; serving

as consultant to teachers in the early stages

of new-product use; arranging for site visits

and peer-training conferences between current

users and potential users; and running

periodic refresher seminars.

The training of potential adopters makes

sense, especially if the innovation requires

new skills and knowledge to make it work

effectively. Few educators are so secure

t.ht they will risk their reputations by

t.rying out an innovation they are not expert

in using. It seems likely that the availa-

bility of inservice training is responsible

in great measure for the success of such

recent innovations as the curricular materials

in metal technology and the computers in

machining and agri-business that utilize both

programmed and computer-oriented instruction.

5. Servicing and maintaining implemented

innovations. Servicing activities include:

providing technical assistance in maintaining

equipment (machines, laboratory equipment);

providing updated versions of the innovation

as they appear; ensuring that lost material

(equipment, workbooks, or texts) is replaced

without disruptive delay in the program.

2 3

-13-



Content Outline (continued)

At some point, an innovation must be converted

by the users into a regular part of the on-

going operation. This often means new physi-

cal or personnel resources. In addition,

since the initial enthusiasm for the innova-

tion usually wanes, the resulting lowered

efficiency must be compensated for by further

resources and support. Unless such resources

are to be rLyuldrly available, there is little

point in arr! )1 i(j Ine innovation in the first

place.*

C. Some Principles of the Diffusion Process

1. Successful program use is directly related to

the early involvement of users in the develop-

ment process.

2. Products that incorporate a diffusion stra-

tegy from the outset tend to be used more

widely and more quickly than those that have

a diffusion strategy tacked on at the last

minute as an afterthought.

3. Diffusion, like research, development, and

evaluation, is a special function requiring

special skills.

4. Each educational program requires its own

diffusion strategy. There is no one strategy

appropriate for all programs.

5. For the purposes of this course, the linkage

model developed by Ronald Havelock will be

conOdered the most appropriate model for the

process of educational change.

2 4

-14-
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Content Outline (continued)

6. Planning should be incorporated into every

stage of development; in the diffusion of an

innovative program this is the meaning of an

"integrated" approach to diffusion. When.the

diffusion plan is considered only after the

program has been developed, it is not ar

"integrated" plan; it is "sequential."

integrated plan for diffusion is pr r,rable

because the program has a much better chance

of being appropriate for the users and there-

fore, adopted (9).*

D. Attributes of Programs That Are Successful

Innovations

Most innovations that meet wiLh easy acceptance

exit nine principal attributes: relative

advantage; compatibility; simplicity of use;

trialability; observability; low financial costs;

'ceptable time considerations; reasonable space

requirements and size of product; and support

services that are acceptable (8).

1. Relative Advantage. Relative advantage is

the degree to which a product is perceived

by the potential user (which could be a

teacher, administrator, curriculum coordin-

ator, or the school board) as being better

than a competing product or process. Factors

that help create a relative advantage for a

product include the following:

a. low initial cost,

b. lower perceived risk regarding product

performance and anticipated outcomes;

25
-15-

(9) Promoting Change
in Schools: A

Diffusion Casebook.

* See Discussion
Questions A and B
in Part III.

(8) Communication
of Innovations,
pp. 22-23. Also
see (3) The
Change Agent's
Guide to Innova-
tion in Education,
pp. 97-110, and
(6) "Educational
Change: Its

Origins and
Characteristics."



Content Outline (continued)

c. a decrease in discomfort;

d. a savings in time and effort; and

e. the immediacy of reward (6).

Compatibility.. Compatibility is the degree

to which a program product or process is

perceived by a usEr as .being consistent with

Q.xisting values, past experiences, and

An innovative program, product or

process, that is not compatible with the

value system of the user will be implemented

more slowly than a product that is compatible

if at all.

3. Simplicity of Use. Simplicity is the degree

to which users perceive a program product as

being easy to understand and use. A program

product or process that requires users to

have access to a mechanical calculator is

probably simpler than one requiring access to

an electronic computer. As simplicity

decreases, probability of adoption and ease

of diffusion also decrease.

4. Trialability. Trialability is the degree to

which a product can be experimented with on

a limited basis. Products that can be tried

out in parts are generally adopted more

rapidly than products that are not divisible.

A product that can be broken down logically

into smaller components tends to be diffused

more easily because it presents the user with

less risk and more options for use.

5. Observability. Observability is the degree

to which the outcomes of a program product or

-16-

(6) "Educational

Change: Its

Origins and
CharaCteristics."



Content (Jutline (c)ntinued)

process are vkible to other. The effect

of some products are readily observable

whereas the effects of others are not.

Generally, the effects of innovativeprocesses

are not immediately observable; 'Ience, pro-

cesses are more difficult to ditHie than

tangible products.

Low Financial Costs. If an installed pro:Tram
_

product or process results in low oocrating

costs to consumers, the probability of its

being adopted increases. If the product

requires extra expense, however, the proba-

bility decreases (1), (4).

7. Acceptatle 1-ime Considerations. Time consid-

erations c pend on the consumer's perception

of the time that must be allocati -01- the

installation of a product. .".ccivities tTlat

require time include traihiny, cr

maintenance, planning and lead time for

ordering supplies and equipment, plus oper-

ating time required to use the product. The

more time needed to install and maintain the

products, the less likely will be its

adoption (1).

8. Reasonable Space Requirements and Size. The

physical facilities required in order to

install, use, and operate a program product

or process, as perceived by the target con-

sumer, tend to influence its dir ion. If

the innovation requires extensi._ .:cdifica-

tions in the existing physical plant, the

probability of its being adopted decreases;
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Contcnt Outline (continued)

the innovation tends to free e physical

plant for other uses, the probability

increases. Also, if it is portable or easy

to move about, its adoption is more feasible

than it would be otherwise.

9. Support Services That are Acceptable. If

an innovative program product or process can

be used without help from maintenance persons

other than the teacher and without regular

repair work, its adoption is more feasible

than it would be otherwise. A textbook or a

programmed learning manual, for example,

would be more feasible for a school district

with limited resources than would a computer-

assisted instruction unit requiring mainten-

,Ice and repair (1).

10 The person responsible for implementing the

program product or process should interact

with the development team to ensure that the

program design is realistic and congruent

with the values of the intended users. The

person implementing the program should also

interact with the consumer or potential user

at every stage of development. Building and

maintaining this link betweel the consumer

and development team is the m_.t critical

role performed b. the person i.dplementing

the program. )re in this role can re-

sult in unusec .ograms, unmet user needs,

and loss of credibility with the community,

school district., and students.*

-18-
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Content Outline (continued)

E. Four Theoretical Models (3)

Four basic models of diffusion are:

The Research, Development, and Diffusion Model

The Problem-Solving Model

The Social Interaction Model

The Linkage Model

These models differ in their emphasis on the roles

of the potential users (3), (2).

1. Baokground. Historically, the users of inno-

vations in education--that is, program admin-

istrators and teachers--were expected also to

do their own resParch and development regard-

ing new materials. They were expected to

develop new materials and then implement them

in the classroom. This approach proved to be

ineffective, however, because teachers did

not have the time, the materials, or the

experience necessary for this task. Subse-

quently, the trend was abandoned in favor

of using development teams from the school

district research and development agencies to

do this job. With development teams came a

need for someone to implement and install the

innovatiors in the school district, to evalu-

ate the innovations systematically, and then

to modify them. And this person must also

be responsible for maintaining and evaluating

the system. Each of the four models deals

with these responsibilities. They differ

in their emphasis on and division of

29
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Content Outline (continued)

responsibilities among the change agent, the (2)

user, and the development team or outside

development agency (2).

2. Model 1--The Research, Development, and

Diffusion Model

a. In this model resource agencies or pub-

lishing companies outside the system of

potential users develop the innovative

programs or products and present the com-

pleted package to users--schools and

teachers. Reliance on this model often

results in the development of a large

number of innovative programs and

materials that are not successfully imple-

mented later in the schools. The major

criticism of this model is that no atten-

tion is focused on the needs, values, and

experiences of the user. It assumes that

users will automatically adopt an inno-

vation merely because information about

its value has been given. This is

generally untrue.

b. The research, development, and diffusion

model is used primarily by change agents

employed by the outside development

agency. These agents sometimes refer to

their activities as the "marketing"

approach. You might refer to the agents

as salesmen or consultants (2).
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Content Outline (continued)

3. Model 2--The Problem-Solving Model

a. Many current models for effecting change

in education emphasize the 1w2ortance of

close relationships betweeh external

resources (development agencies such as

publishing companies) and potential users.

They differ in the presumed nature of the

relationships and in the presumed impor-

tance of the relationships to the success

of innovative attempts.

b. The problem-solving model is one in which

the user identifies his own needs and

diagnoses his own problems. Only in the

search for solutions to these problems

does the external resource play a role.

Once the resource has provided a potential

solution, the user adopts the suggested

innovation, applies it, and evaluates its

success. This model heavily emphasizes

the importance of the user,

rather than the external resource, as the

source of both interest in change and

awareness of a problem needing change.

The potential users (educators) are

deeply involved in the planning and

analysis of needs assessment before the

innovation is selected. The program

administration and teaching staff set the

goals, define the needs, and seek

solutions, with the external resources

acting only as consultants.

3 1
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Content Outline (continued)

c. This model provides for analysis and

developmer,t to be shared between the

external developer and the user.

4. Model 3--The Social Interaction Model

The social interaction model placec emphasis

on the external resource as the initiator of

change. This model stresses the influence of

:minion leaders. The success of innovations

is based on personal contacts between the

staff of the external resources or develop-

ment agency and key users. Proponents of

this model believe that change is likely to

be initiated from outside the user system

because the user-system is in a steady state

and resists change from within.

S. Model 4--The Linkage Model

a. Finally, Havelock offers the linkage

mode.!, which combines elements of the

problem-solving and social interaction

mceels. In this model both external

resource and user systems diagnose prob-

lems and search for solutions; there is

close communication between them (3).

b The external resource agency continually

stimulates the user's situation in order

to develop solutions to problems faced by

the user. The user system, in turn,

stimulates the problem-solving process of

the resource system.*

F. Wrapup of Module*
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G. Study Activities

i3(:wcd on youp rcoJing of the c'ontent out!inc dud an!' additional Peferences

suarioLTted, coilq,lete the followin;)

Educational Diffusion: A Definition of Terms

Diffusion is a process of transmitting information about an educational

innovation such as an idea, a program, or a product to a user of the in-

novation. The general term diffusion includes the sequential stages of

dissemination, implementation, and utilization. The entire diffusion

process also can be considered in terms of five phases: awareness, in-

terest, evaluation, trial, and adoption. The awareness and interest pha-

ses correspond to the dissemination stage--the potential user learns a-

bout the innovation and then seeks more detailed information about it.

The evaluation and trial phases correspond to the implementation stage--

the potential user examines the possible value of the innovation for his

purposes and is willing to implement the innovation on a tryout basis.

The adoption phase corresponds to the utilization stage when the user

accepts the innovation on a full-scale basis.

The .crlD12t agent is the person who facilitates planned innovation. He

may be a member of the agency that developed the innovation or a member

of the staff of the potential institutional user. He may also be exter-

nal to both groups. Just as the process of diffusion, in general, shows

a change in the control of information about the innovation going from

the producer and user (during implementation) and then to the user alone

(during utilization), the role of the change agent changes corresponding-

ly during these three stages of the diffusion process.

Diffusion literature often uses the term client to mean the potential

user. Other terms you will need in order to progress in your self-study

of this module are presented here. The most important concept to remem-

ber is that an integrated approach to diffusion requires the change

agent to participate in all phases of an educational innovation: plan-

ning, development, dissemination, implementation, and utilization.
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The following terms appear frequently and may be unfamiliar to you;

the definitions explain how the terms are used.

Adoption the goal of the diffusion process; the point at which

consumLrs decide to use a specific innovation.

Change agent - a person who facilitates planned change or planned

innovation. In the context of this module, the disseminator,

marketer, or vocational curriculum specialist is considered

a change agent.

Client the person, group, organization, or community that the

change agent serves; the potential user of the innovation.

Communication tactic - any of several ways of presenting informa-

tion to a prospective client. Communication tactics may vary

according to the client's needs.

Consumer - an individual or a group and/or an organization that

receives and uses the product of educational research and

development; the target of dissemination messages.

Diffusion - the process of transmitting information about an in-

novation including the sequential steps of dissemination,

implementation, and utilization.

Dissemination - that process through which information about a pro-

duct is communicated to consumers during the development pro-

cess to (1) promote consumer awareness of and interest in spe-

cific research and development program outputs, and (2) indLce

consumer reactions to those outputs, leading to eventual adcp-

tion of the output.

Implementation the process of carrying out and using an innovation.

3 4
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Innovation the idea, product, or change that is new to people and

that is the concern of the implementation and diffusion pro-

cesses.

Integrated approach to diffusion - an approach to diffusion that

requires the active participation of the change agent in all

phases of program planning, development, diffusion, utiliza-

tion, and implementation.

Marketing - activities by which a research and development agency's

product is promoted, physically distributed, and finally

adopted.

Package - a combination of educational products.

Post hoc marketing - an approach to marketing in which the dis-

semination of information and the distribution of the product

are not begun until after the product has been developed.

Product - the end result of research and development program ef-

forts; an educational product may be either a material product

(such as a text or game) or a process (such as a teaching

strategy).

User anyone who uses research and development resources to

solve his problem; synonymous with "client."

Utilization - the process identifying target audiences and col-

lecting feedback on their understanding and acceptance of

innovations.
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1. Having read the preceding material on "Educational Diffusion: A

Definition of Terms," define the following terms as they are used in

the dissemination and implementation of innovations.

a. change agent

b. client

C. dissemination

d. diffusion

e. implementation

f. innovation

g. integrated approach to diffusion

h. user

Characteristics of People Likely to Accept Innovations

Many studies have contrasted early knowers of an innovation to later

knowers. The portrait that emerges of the early knower reveals more

formal education in his background, more social participation in his

environment, greater exposure to interpersonal channels of communica-

tion, and greater change agent contact.

Early adopters of an innovation have similarly been contrasted with la-

ter adopters. An identical portrait emerges for early adopters. They

are better educated, more socially oriented, in tune with interpersonal

communication channels, and regular users of change agent services. In

addition, they manage larger units, rely more heavily upon scientific

know-how, take greater risks, and have higher aspiration levels. Early

adopters have more favorable attitudes toward change and enjoy a higher

degree of opinion leadership in their environment. In addition, they

are more likely to belong to systems with modern rather than traditional

norms.

When researchers focused upon the characteristics of opinion leaders,

they learned that these individuals were more innovative than their fol-

lowers, were more cosmopolitan, and enjoyed a higher social status. A-

gain, opinion leaders regularly utilized the services offered by change

agents.
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These generalizations provide an insight into the functions of the in-

novation-decision process, insight into entering points within the system

for change agents, and insight into how to work with whom in an environment.

2a. What are the characteristics of people most likely to accept

innovations?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

b. With what type cf people will the change agent have the best results

when trying to gather initial support for an innovation?

Evaluation of Innovations

One of the most important phases in the planning and dissemination of an

innovation is a careful evaluation of the variety of possible innovations.

Publishing companies are trying to sell many exciting new programs; mem-

bers of the community request and suggest different programs; students

suggest the adoption of new programs; and you probably have some favorite

programs that you would like to see adopted. How do you as a change agent

decide which ones to adopt and which ones to reject? By carefully weighing

the benefits and costs of each innovation.

3. One guide for evaluating innovations is described in the article, "In-

novations Evaluation Guide" by William Hull and Randall Wells, provided

on the following pages. Read this article; then answer the questions

below.

a. How could you use the Innovations Evaluation Guide to improve your

curriculum?

b. Which of the categories of the evaluation guide are most critical?

Explain your answer.

c. If you were presenting an innovation to the community or to poten-

tial users, which of the categories of the evaluation guide would

you discuss? Explain your answer.
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Hull and Wells, The Classification and Evaluation of Innovations for

Vocational and Technical Education. U. S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, 1972.

INNOVATIONS EVALUATION GUIDE

WHAT IT IS

The Innovations Evaluation Guide is an instrument to help improve the

decision-making ability of educators who evaluate innovations. The

Guide classifies innovations by their characteristics in a manner which

facilitates their evaluation by potential adopters.

WHY IT WAS DEVELOPED

Educators often lack pertinent information upon which to base their de-

cisions. Use of this Guide will reduce the risk of failure due to an

oversight in considering essential information. This aid to making a

more rational decision suggests evaluative criteria for assessing an

innovation.

HOW IT WORKS

The format of the Guide allows the evaluator to do a step-by-step analy-

sis of the benefits and costs of an innovation. By providing informa-

tion for the applicable characteristics, the evaluator can gain support

and ilpproval from those who are affected by his decision. Developers

and promoters of exemplary innovations can use the categories in the

Guide to supply consumer information on their products.

3 8
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WHO CAN USE IT

The Guide can be used by any educator who has the task of evaluating

innovations. Potential users include such people as classroom teachers,

school administrators, state supervisors of eXemplary programs, local

educational agency project directors, state department personnel, tea-

cher-educators, research.and development center personnel, and research

coordinating unit personnel.

WHEN TO USE IT

Educators should find the Guide most helpful when an innovation needs

to be considered for adoption. It can also be useful as an evaluation

tool to assess an innovation which is in the trial stage of adoption.

WHAT IT IS NOT

This Guide does not attempt to assess community or organization needs

for innovations. The identification of problems and the mobilization

of resources are the prerogatives of decision-makers in educational

agencies.

Since the wirpose of this Guide is to assess innovations rather than

local situations, the educator must know his needs and be able to iden-

tify problems which exist. At this point, the Guide is useful in eval-

uating innovations as possible solutions to the perceived problems.

Information on the development of the Innovations Evaluation Guide can

be obtained from the Final Report, The Classification and Evaluation

of Innovations in Vocational and Technical Education, Research Series

No. 71. This research was conducted at The Center for Vocational and

Technical Education, The Ohio State University, by William L. Hull,

3 9
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principal investigator, and Randall L. Wells, research associate.

INNOVATIONS EVALUATION GUIDE

BENEFITS

INDIVIDUAL PUPIL GROWTH

Rate of learning.

What effect will the innovation have on the rate of student learning?

Scope of learning.

How does the innovation affect the number and type of learning exper-

ience: and/or skills to which the students will be exposed?

Attitude.

What effect on attitudes can be attributed to the innovation (i.e., com-

munity, students, teachers, administrators)? Are there any experiences

which assist the students in the development of their self-concepts and

their abilities to relate to other individuals?

ci

PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Efficiency.

What information is available which will allow a cost/benefit analysis

of the innovation? How does this analysis compare to the present sta-

tus or other alternatives?
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Effectiveness.

What evidence indicates the innovation can achieve the required objec-

tives to our satisfaction?

SOCIETY AND THE ECONOMY

Entry and advancement in an occupation.

What effect does the innovation have on increasing the opportunities

to acquire job entry skills? Does the innovation include activities

which will contribute to promotion and satisfaction on the job?

Economic and social efficiencies.
_

_

What effect will the innovation have on productivity and costs to soci-

ety in relation to such items as wages, occupational mobility, and

school dropout rate?

Social values.....___.

What attempts will be made to create an awareness of society in the

students throuv the teaching of concepts concerning institutions, laws,

cultures and social problems?

Commaiity inyo1yeme0..

What benefits will accrue to the school and community after installing

the innovation? What effect will the innovation have on such items

as school and community relations, and the public image of the school?

CREDIBILITY

What evidence indicatw; that the innovation can achieve its objectives?

Reliability.

Where has the innovation been tested previously? How similar are these

settings to our situation?
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ASSURANCE CONTRACT

Warranty.

Tc what extent does the developer and/or promoter warrant the soundness

of the innovation? Who is responsible for assuring the services of the

innovation?

Operational assistance.

What types of consultation and services are provided by the sponsoring

cgency to warrant tie product?

COSTS

FUNDING

Costs

What is the cost per unit over time? Will the innovation involve a

saving?

Sources of dollars.

How can the innovation be funded? Must the cost be borne locally, or is

assistance available wholly or in part from state, federal, or public

sources such as foundations? What are the possibilities of reallocating

present budget items to accommodate installation?

Availability of dollars.

What processes and/or procedures must be followed to acquire the neces-

sary funding? Is the local educational agency in a position to expend

its own money and be reimbursed later, or are funds from other sources

available prior to expenditure?

Proportion of dollars available from different sources.

In what proportion are funds available from other sources? Do matching

funds have to be local funds?

4 2
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Limitations of use of other than local funds.

What limitations are placed on the use of other funds? Can funds be

used for instruction only, equipment and instruction, or equipment,

supplies and instruction? Can funds be used for items such as construc-

tion, food, transportation or consultants?

TIME CONSIDERATIONS

Installation time.

How much time does it tak,-_ 7.e': the innovation working?

Lead time.

What deadlines are placed on activities prior to the operating date?

How much time is necessary to order and receive items such as texts and

materials? How much time is necessary to order, receive, and install

equipment? Will the innovation require teacher orientation or advanced

teacher planning time?

Planning time.

How much time must be devoted to planning by a teacher, coordinator or

administrator during each week?

Operation time.

What amount of time is required by the innovation in daily preparation,

classroom activities, meetings, etc.?

Cyclical considerations.

What characteristics of the innovation dictate that it be installed at

a particular time during the calendar or academic year?

4 3
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INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS

Acceptance.

What barriers can be anticipated from the community, school personnel,

or students concerning the installation of the innovation?

Complexity.

What is the extent of involvemen.c ntcessary to install the innovation?

How many staff members, students, schedules, classrooms, laboratories,

or schools are involved:

What are the requirements concerning extent of installation? Can it be

trial tested by the adopting unit before complete installation of the

total product?

Policy changes.

What changes in policy on the state and local level are necessary in or-

der for the innovation to be successful (i.e., procedure for a field trip

on local level; certification changes on state level)?

Duree of development.

Is the innovation in an installable form or does it require more develop-

ment? Are additional materials or training activities necessary?

Feasibility.

What evidence is there to indicate that the innovation will work in our

situation?

Adaptability..

What adjustments can be made to meet local conditions without damaging

the authenticity of the innovation?

4
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Disruption of routine.

What interruption of routine is required by the innovation due to re-

scheduling of classes, retraining of teachers, sharing of facilities,

etc.?

Effect on staff organization.

What effect will the innovation have on the present structure? Does it

create a need for a separate division or department?

Role change for individuals.

What changes in duties and/or responsibilities are necessary for suc-

cessful operation of the innovation?

New relationships among groups.

What new kinds of relationships among departments or grade levels will

be necessary for successful operation of the innovation?

PERSONNEL NEEDS

Quantity of staff._

What additions to the staff are required? How many part-time or full-

time people per unit are needed?

Teaching or other experiences.

What staff experiences are necessary for successful operation of the

innovation? Do leaders need to have a knowledge of the community?

Personnel_ development required by. the innovation.

What requirements are necessary for the development of certain role at-

titudes; skills, and competencies not presently possessed by personnel?

Is the present staff capable of, and willing to handle the personnel

development necessary for the success of the innovation? Are consultants

available?
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SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Space (Housing).

Are present facilities sufficient? If not, what physical facilities are

necessary to house the innovation?

Space (Land Use).

What acreage is necessary for installing the innovation?

Arrangement of space to other programs.

Does the success of the innovation require close proximity to ongoing

programs or present facilities? On the other hand, is a separate loca-

tion desirable?

Acquisition of needed s2ace.

What are the options to acquiring needed space for the innovation (i.e.,

donation, purchase, lease, rent, build)?

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Hardware.

What are the major items of equipment or their components necessary for

the operation and success of the innovation?

Software.

What supplies are necessary for the operation of the innovation?
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4. Most innovations that meet with easy acceptance exhibit nine principle

attributes. Try to list and describe as many of these nine attributes

as possible.

d.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Ca. What is the difference between an integrated approach and a sequential

approach to development and diffusion? Explain.

b. Why is the integrated approach more effective than the sequential

approach?

6. Read Appendix A in Ronald Havelock's The Change Agent's Guide to

Innovation. Then answer the following questions.

a. Describe the proF'.m-solving strategy for change.

b. Who originates the innovation in the problem-solving strategy for

change?

a. the chan. agent

b. a development company or publishing company

r. the comp. ,Ity or school personnel

c. What is thr.: r.21e the vocational curriculum specialist in the

problem-solving strategy?

d. Describe the social interaction model for change.
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e. Who originates the innovation in the social interaction -,trategy

for change?

a. the change agent

b. an outside development company or publishing company

c. the community or school personnel

f. Describe the research, development, and diffusion strategy for

change

g. Who originates the innovation in the research, development, and

diffusion strategy for change?

. the change agent

b. an outside development company or publishing company

c. the community or school personnel

h. Describe the linkage strategy for change.

i. Who originates the innovation in the linkage model for change?

a. the change agent

b. an outside development company or publishing company

c. the community or school personnel

7. Read the Introduction, the four case studies, and Stage I: Building a

Relationship in Havelock's, fhe Change Agent's Guide to Innovation in

Education. Then answer the following questions.
_ _ _

a. Define the following terms used in Havelock's model for innovation.

a. client

b. change agent

c. resource linker

b. Havelock lists four roles of the change agent. List the four roles

and briefly describe each.
48
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c. Havelock has developed a six-stage model to describe the process

of change and innovation. List the six stages of his model.

d. An important part of Havelock's model is the concept of the

change agent serving as a resource linker. What does Havelock

mean by the term :esource linker?

As you answer Questions e through n, assess your relationship with a

current client and with the (:)mmunity in which you presently work.

Rase your answer on an evaluation of these groups. If you are not in

a position to ova7.uate an actual cZient or community, Interview someone

who is, preferably a vocational education specialist, and hc'n answer

tho following questions.

e. By Havelock's definition, who is your client?

f. List the norms (or significant characteristics) of your client or

client group.

a.

b.

c.

g. Who are the "influentials" and "gatekeepers" of your client group?

h. What the norms in your community?

i. It is important to identify the most powerful and influential

people in your community. In vocational education they are usually

your Advisory Committee representatives and the orrnizations they

represent. Who are they and how do they usually r.3ct to

innovation? (Are they usually conservative or pro;.), ssive?)

As a change agent or resource linker, you will be trying to influenLe

group 'leaders. Describe your relationship with yorr Elnd with

the community leaders. Consider whether you are: I)

new relationship; 2) re-establishing a positive, ;1-1

ambiguous relationship; or 3) redefining an ongoing ictut.',.,Hp
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k. Do you consider yourself an inside change agent or an outside

change agent?

1. Evaluate your ability to establish a successful first encounter by

listing your strong and weak points after each characteristic.

a. FRIENDLINESS

Strong Points

Weak Points

b. FAMILIARITY

Strong Po'ints

Weak Points

c. REWARDINGNESS

Strong Points

Weak Points

d. RESPONSIVENESS

Strong Points

Weak Points

5 0
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m. Havelock outlines the characteristics of a change agent/client

relationship that comprise an ideal base from which to launch the

innovation process. Rate your relationship as a vocational

curriculum specialist with your school district.

When rating your relationship, use the following scale:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Poor Fair Good

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN
IDEAL RELATIONSHIP RATING

a. Reciprocity

b. Openness

c. Realistic expectations

d. Expectations of reward

e. Equal power

f. Minimum threat

g. Confrontation of differences

h. Involvement of all relevant parties

5 1
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n. Havelock ritlines six "danger signals" that indicate a successful

relationship may not be possible. Briefly describe each "danger

signal." Check those that are present in your client or community

relationships.

DANGER SIGNALS riRESENT?

a. History of unresponsiveness to change

b. Clients want to use you as a pawn

c Client is already committed to a particular position

d. Client is powerless in his own house

e. Client sholhs signs of patholo, or incapacity

f. Client makes a negative response to a well-managed

initial encounter effort

5 '2,
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8. Read Stage II in Havelock, The Cho ige Agent's Guide to Innovation in

Education. Then answer the following questions. As you answer the

questions, assess the situation of a current client and of the community

in which you presently work. Base your answer on an evaluation of these

groups. If you are not in a position to evaluate an aLtual client or

community, interview someone who is, and then answer the questions.

a. Describe what Havelock means by the following terms:

a. surface problems

b. second-level symptoms

b. Analyze your client as a system by considering the following

questions:

a. What are the system's goals?

b. Is there an adequate structure for achieving these goal

c. Is there openness in communications?

d. Does the system have the capacities necessary to achieve
the stated goals?

e. Does the system reward its members for working towards its
stated goals?

c. Havelock describes three ways to diagnose a client's problem or

needs. Listthe three ways.

9. Read Stage III in Havelock, The Change Agent's Guide to Innovation

in Education. Then answer the questions that follow.

Describe the nine mechanisms listed below that can be used for

acquiring information and relevant resources.

a. Person who states the problem

b. Key informants within the sysLem

c. Group interviews

d. Observation

e. Observation and measurement of system outputs

f. Organization of a self-diagnostic workshop for the client

system

g. Outside diagnostic research team
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h. Collaborative systematic diagnostic program

i. Continuous quantitative diagnostic monitoring

10. Read Stage IV in Havelock, The Change Agent's Guide to Innovation in

Education. Then complete the following activity.

a. Explain each of the four steps that should be completed before a

solution to a particular problem is decided upon.

a. Derivation of implications from research

b. Generation of a range of solution ideas

c. Feasioility testino

d. Adaptation

h. Before selecting a solution to a problem, the possible solutions

must be weghed and compared. Havelock discusses three broad

categories far making comparative judgments. Consider a pob,

or possible innovation in your educational setting and analyze

the possible solutions using the questions Havelock raises on

pages 107 and 108. Write your conclusions below.

a. Potential benefit

b. Workability

c. Diffusibility

11 Read Stage V in Havelock, The Change Agent's Guide to Innovation in Edu-

cation. Then complete the following activities.

a. List in order the six phases in the process of individual adoption.

b. Explain nuw you as a change agent can expedite each of the six

phases of the adoption process,

a. Awareness

b. Interest

c. Evaluation

d. Trial

e. Adoption

f. Integration

5
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12. Read Stage I in Havelock, The Change A_gent's Guide to Innovation in

Education. Then complete the following activities.

a. Havelock states that the key word in ensuring continuance is

"internalization." Explain.

b. Ensuring continuance of an innovation is also a responsibility of

the change agent. Explain how each of the considerations below

-Awe that a program will be maintained. (Note: The role of the

-je agent, in this case the vocational curriculum specialist,

not include the follow-up function, especially in an

organization where there are a number of professionals on the

Vocational Education Director's staff; in this case, the staff

would carry out this monitoring function.)

a. Coe.inuing reward

b. Practice and routinization

c. Structural integration into the system

d. Continuing evaluation

e. Providing for continuing maintenance

f. Continuing adaptation capability

Wrapup Activity

NOTE: To meet the basic requirements of this module, select one of

the following activities and complete it as directed. If you wish to

gain additional credit beyond the basic requirements, you may choose a

second activity to i..oWete. Consult with your instructor first if you

wish additional credit.

I. Plan either a development or a dissemination model for a vocational

education course. Describe all the functions the change agent would

perform, the sequence of events, the check points, and the evaluation

criteria for deciding whether or not the program was successfully

developed or implemented. You may use the stages and criteria of the

Havelock model and the readings in this guide. Be prepared to present

your model to the class and the instructor.

5 5
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2. Study one of the models for innovation (research, development, old

diffusion; social interaction; or problem-solving) other than the

Havelock model. Write a paper describing the model. Include in your

report the functions if a change agent and the sequence of events

for development and wmentation. Be prepared to present your

model to tht class and the instructor.
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PART III

GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Classroom Activities

NOTE: The following activities are designed for use in the classroom to

stimulate discussion of specific topics covered in this module. The

activities are designed to be used following student self-study; however,

depending on the background and abilities of students, these activities

may not require previous study. All classroom activities are keyed to the

conLent outline to indicate an appropriate point for participation.

1. "If teachers must be retrained in order for a change to be made, the

chances for success are reduced unless strong incentives to be

retrained are provided.- Uiscuss tne meaning and importance of this

statement.

2. Read each of the following case descriptions of how programs were

developed and implemented; then answer the questions that follow.

Case 1_

A research organization conducted a national study on the need for

specific types of vocational training programs for the severely

handicapped. Their study showed that vocational programs for the

blind are feasible in your geographic and subject area. They

identified several industries that would hire the blind if they were

trained. The representatives of the research organization helped

your district get federal funding for the program, trained the

teachers on the special instructional and learning problems of the

blind, and provided the necessary supplies and equipment.

1. Which change model does this case illustrate?

This is an example of the research, development, and diffusion

model.
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2. If you were employed by the school district involved, what would be

your functions as a change agent?

(Be sure to consider such aspects as: modifying the program, providing
resources, explaining the program to community and school, providing
feedback to research organization, evaluating program effectiveness,
placing graduates, etc.)

Case 2

You are employed by a school district to administer vocationj1

education classes. One day a representative of the bakers' union

comes to your office and asks you to start a program to train

pastry chefs. You are interested, so you visit the bakery and hear

about the shortage of pastry chefs. After many meetings with the

local union, pastry chefs, and your school personnel, you determine

that a program is feasible. At this point, your supervisor calls

in a development company to do a task analysis and develop a

curriculum. This company then designs the program, and in about one

year you are ready to start enrolling students in your pastry-making

class.

1. Which model of change does this case most closely represent?

problem-solving model

2. Cou or should you (the change agent) have taken a more active

role in the development of the program?

Yes. The change agent should take part in the task analysis and,
if possible, the development of the program.

3. What dangers are there when an outside agency develops the program

unaided by the school personnel?

Content may be incorrect, entry level of students incorrect, and
design of materials inappropriate for school.

4. What would you have tried to do differently if you had been the

change agent?

(Theneed for conducting a needs analysis and population analysis
should be discussed. Also, school personnel should have been
involved with the development and testing of the program.)

5 9
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Case 3

You are employed by a school district to administer vocational education

programs. One day, while talking with several students in the carpentry

class, you learn that the students and teacher would like to try to repair

school buildings as part of their course. It sounds like a good idea, so

you talk to the carpentry teacher, the school principal, and the district

director. They are all encouraging, so you go back to the students and

the teacher to get more information on what they want. Together you work

out the details of a new program and develop the curriculum guide. By the

next semester, the course is ready to be used on a tryout basis. You and

the teacher evaluate the effectiveness of the course by using previously

agreed upon criteria; you also make modifications in the course as the

semester progresses. At the end of a year and after many revisions, all--

you, the teacher, the students, and the district director--agree that the

course was a success, and it will be continued for at least one more year.

1. Which change model does this case most closely represent?

social interaction model

2. Could the change agent have done more to involve the community in the

program? Might this have been useful?

Yes. The community was not involved at all.

3. How would you plan for more community involvement?

(The change agent could send notices to community businesses or

volunteer organizations to see if they could use student repairs

or if they could donate supplies and equipment.)

6 0
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Discussion Questions

A. What is the definition of the following:

1. integrated plan for diffusion

2. sequential plan for diffusion

(An integrated plan for diffusion involves the potential users of the

program, the developers, the students, and the teachers during all

phases of program planning, development, and diffusion. A sequential

approach to diffusion involves distinct groups of people only during

the phases of planning, development, and diffusion in which they are

directly involved.)

B. Provide examples you have seen of the following types of diffusion

outcomes:

1. failures due to no plan for diffusion

2. failures due to a "sequental" plan for diffusion

3. success due to an "integrated" plan for diffusion

(1. Many, many programs of considerable value are never used because

there is no pIan for diffusion. Many federally funded programs can

be used as examples.
2. Programs that are developed and later found to be inappropriate

for the target population or out of date due to technological changes

can be discussed as examples of failures due to the use of "sequential"

planning.

3. Examples of successful programs should be di:cussed. You may

find that one reason for the programs' success is the use of

"integrated" planning.)

C. Uhat is the role of "relative advantage" in determining the acceptance

of a program?

(Relative advantage is the degree to which a product is perceived by

the potential user as being better than all rther alternatives. Many

factors influence the potential user's concept of "relative advantage"

including low initial cost, low risk, a savings in time or effort, and

immediacy of reward. The class might suggest additional factors that

might also be perceived to improve a product's relative advantage.)

D. Which attributes of successful innovative programs seem most critical

in vocational education programs? Explain your reasons.

(In vocational education programs the most important factors are

probably financial costs, reasonable space and size requirements,

and compatibility.)

61
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E. Which attributes of successful innovative programs seem least critical

in vocational education programs? Explain your reasons.

(The factors that are probably least important in vocational education

are simplicity of use [vocational programs by their nature are often

difficult to usel and trialability.)

F. Do you have any problems or concerns regarding this module?

62
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PART IV

STUDENT SELF-CHECK

GOAL 1 1.1

1. Define the following terms: (11.11)

a. change agent

b. client

c. dissemination

d. diffusion

e. implementation

f. innovation

g. user

h. integrated approach to diffusion

2. Describe the characteristics of people most likely to accept

innovations. (11.12)

3. Explain how .the Innovations Evaluation Guide can be used to evaluate

the benefits and costs of potential innovations. (11.13)

4. List and describe at least five of the attributes exhibited by

programs that are most easily adopted. (11.14)

5. Explain the difference between an integrated approach and a sequential

approach to development and diffusion. (11.15)

6. Briefly describe the four models of diffusion, implementation, and

utilization. (11.16)

a. Research, Development, and Diffusion Model

b. Social Interaction Model

c. Problem-Solving Model

d. Linkage Model

6 4
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7 Read each of the following case descriptions of how proyrams were

developed and implemented; then answer the questions that follow.

(11.16)

Case 1

A research organization conducted a national study on the need for

specific types of vocational training programs for the severely

handicapped. Their study showed that vocational programs for the

blind are feasible in an area like yours. They 4,1entified several

industries that could hire trained blind indivi ',als. The repre-

sentatives of the research organization helped your ,:istrict get

federal funding for the program, and provided the training

materials. They are now acting as consultants for the maintenance

of the program.

Which change model does this case illustrate?

a. Research, Development, and Diffusion

b. Problem-Solving

c. Social Interaction

d. Linkage

Case 2

You are sitting in your school office going over next year's budget

when the door is thrown open. "Oh boy," you think, "Here is that

volunteer from VISTA who wants us to start a program to teach high

school students how to upholster furnil 4re. Now he has the leader

of the union with him." You invite them in and the VISTA volunteer

describes the program he wants to develop. To your surprise, the

union is solidly behind his idea. The next day, you receive five

phone calls from influential leaders in the unions and in the

community, all of whom support the program. You explain again and

again that there is no money in the budget for any new programs.

Of course, you assure them that if there were money, you would

start the program. Several days later, the door is once again
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thrown open. There is that VISTA fellow again. This time he is

delighted to tell you that he has raised enough money to start the

program. With no more excuses, you put together the teachers and

students and start the class.

Whicn model of change does this case most closely represent?

a. Research, Development, and Diffusion

b. Problem-Solving

c. Social Interaction

d. Linkage

Case 3

You are employed by a school district to administer vocational

education programs. One day while talking with several students in

the carpentry class, you learn that the students and teacher would

like to try to repair school buildings as part of their course. It

sounds like a good idea, so you talk to the carpentry teacher, the

school principal, and the district director. They are all encour-

aging, so you go back to the students and the teacher to get more

information on what they want. Together you work out the details of

a new program and develop the curriculum guide. By the next semes-

ter, the course is ready to te used on a tryout basis. You and the

teacher evaluate the effectiveness of the course by using previously

agreed upon criteria; you also make modifications in the course as

the semester progresses. At the end of a year and after many

revisions, all--you, the teacher, the students, and the district

director--agree that the course was a success, and it will be

continued for at least one more year.

Which change model does this case most closely represent?

. Research, Development, and Diffusion

b. Problem-Solving

c. Social Interaction

d. Linkage -55-
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GOAL 1 1.2

8. Describe the four roles of the charige agent. (11.21)

9. List and describe the six staes of the Havelock model of

'innovation and change. (22)

10. Describe the four cons'iderations for establishing a successful first

encounter with clientc- and the community. (11.23)

11. List the six danger signals that indicate a successful relationship

may not be possible. (11.24)

12. Describe three ways to diagnose a client's problem or need. (11.25)

13. Describe the nine mechanisms that can be used for acquiring

information and relevant resources. (11.26)

14. Describe the four steps that should be completed before a solution

to a particular problem is decided upon. (11.27)

15. List and describe in order the six phases in the process of

individual adoption. (11.28)

16. Explain how the change agent can expedite each of the six phc.ses of

the adoption process (11.29)

17. Describe six procedures that help to ensure that a program will be

maintained. (11.210)

6 7
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PART V
APPENDICES

Appendix A:
Possible Study Activity Responses

GOALS 11.1, 11.2

la. change agent - a person who facilitates planned change or planned
innovaLion. In the context of this module, the disseminator or
marketer is considered a change agent.

b. client - the person, group, organization, or community that the change
agent serves; the potential user of the products of research and

development efforts.
c. dissemination - that process throogn which information about a product

is communicated to consumers during the development process to (I)

promote consumer awareness of an interest in specific research and
development program outputs; and (2) induce consumer reactions to
those outputs, leading to eventual adoption of the output.

d. diffusion the process of transmitting information about an innova-
tion including the sequential stages of dissemination, implementation,

and utilization.
e. implementation - the process of carrying out an innovation.

f. innovation the idea, process, or product that is new and that is the

subject of diffusion and dissemination.
g. integrated approach to dissemination - an approach to dissemination

that requires the active participation of the change agent in all
phases of program planning, development, diffusion, utilization, and
implementation.

h. user - the person or group of people who will use and benefit from

the innovation.

2a. The characteristics of people most likely to accept innovations in-

clude:

a. liberalness
b. upper income and education
c. live in homogeneous communities

d. live in cosmopolitan communities
e. youth

b. Initial support is most easily received from risk-takers.

3. (The specific response to this activity depends on your particular
needs and the needs of the community or school district in which you

work )
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4. Program attri.,Jtes that lead to easy acceptance include:

a. Relative Advantage. Relative advantage is the degree to which a

product is perceived oy the potential user as being better than the

competing product or process. Factors that help create a relative

advantage for a product include the following:

a. low ini''al cost;
b. lower perceived risk regarding product performance and antici-

pated outcomes;
c. a decrease in discomfort;
d. a savings in time and effort; and

e. the immediacy of reward.

b. Compatibi,ity. Compatibility is the degree to .vhich a product is

perceived by a user as being consistent with his existing values,

past experiences, and needs. A product or innovation that is not
compatible with the value system of the user will be implemented

more slowly than a product that is compatible.

c. Simplicity of Use. Simplicity is the degree to which users perceive

a product as being easy to understand and use. A product that re-

quires users to have access to a mechanical calculator is probably

simpler than one requiring access to an electronic computer. As

simplicity decreases, probaoility of adoption and ease of diffusion

also decre.

d. Jrialabiliy. Trialability is the degree to which a product can be

experimented with on a limited basis. Products that can be tried

out in parts are generally adopted more rapidly than products that

are not divisible. A product that can be broken down logically into

smaller components tends to be diffused more easily because it pre-

sents the ur 4ith less risk and more options fur use.

e. Obscrvability. Observability is the degree to which the outcomes of

a product or program are visible to others. The effects of some

products are readily observable whereas the effects of others are

not. Generally, the effects of innovative processes are not imme-

diately observable; hence, processes are more difficult to disseminate

than tangible products.

f. Low Financial Costs. If an installed program, product, or process

results in low operating costs to consumers, the probability of its

being adopted increasms. If the product requires extra expense,

however, the probability decrease!,.
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g.
Acceptable Time Considerations. Time considerations depend on the

consumer's perception of the resources that must be allocated for

installation of a product. This includes training, servicing or

maintenance, planning and lead time, plus operating time required to

use the product. The more time needed to install and maintain the

product, the less likely will be its adoption.

h. Reasonable Space Requirements and Size. The physical facilities re-

quired to install, use, and operate a program or product, as per-

ceived by the target consumer, tend to influence its disseminability.

If the innovation requires extensive modifications in the existing

physical plant, the probability of its being adopted decreases; if

the innovation tends to free the physical plant for other uses, the

probability increases. Also, if it is portable or easy to move

'ILA, its adoption is more feasible than it would be otherwise.

i. Support Services. If an innovative program or product can be used

without help from maintenance persons other than the teacher and

without regular repair work, its adoption is more feasible than it

would be otherwise. A textbook or a programmed learning manual,

for example, would be more feasible for a school district with

limited resources than would a computer-assisted instruction unit

requiring maintenance and repair.

5a. An integrated approach involves the users, designers, developers,

and the change agent during all stages: planning, development, and

implementation. The sequential approach considers people only

during the time in which they are dirdctly involved with an activity.

b. The integrated approach ensures that the innovat)on meets the needs

and is accepted by those people who will later use it or implement

it into the system.

6a. The problem-solving model is one in which the user identifies his

own needs and diagnoses his own problems. Only in the search for

solutions to these problems does the external resource play a role.

Once the resource has provided a potential solution, the user adopts

the suggested innovation, applies it, and evaluates its success.

This model heavily emphasizes the importance of the user, rather

than the external resource, as the source of both interest in

change and awareness of a problem needing change. The potential

users (educators) are deeply involved in the planning and analysis

of needs assessment before the innovation is selected. The program

administration and teaching staff set the goals, define the needs,

and seek solutions, with the external resources acting only as con-

sultants.
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6c. The vocational curriculum specialist, as change agent, must listen
to people who present problems; analyze the problems and the needs
of the users; suggest alternative solutions; help to implement and
revise the innovation so that it satisfies the

d. The social interaction model places emphasis cit. C. external resource

as the initiator of change. This model stresses the influence of
opinion leaders. The success of innovations is based on personal
contact between the staff of the external resource or development
agency and key users. Proponents of this model believe that change
is likely to be initiated from outside the user system because the
'jser system is in a steady state and resists change from within.

e. a or c

f. The research, development, and diffusion strategy for change is
based on the assumption that resource agencies or publishing companies
outside the system of potential users develop the innovative programs
or products and present the completed package to users--schools and

teachers. Reliance on this model often results in the development
of a ldrge number of innovative programs and materials that are not
successfully implemented later in the schools. The major criticism
of this model is that no attention is focused on the need5., values,
and experiences of the user. It assumes that users will automatical-
ly adopt an innovation merely because information about its value
has been given. This is usually not true.

g.

h. The linkage model for change combines elements of the problem-solving
and social interaction models. In this model both external resource
and user systems diagnose problems and search for solutions; there is
close communication between them.

The external resource continually stimulates the user's situation
in order to develop solutions to problems faced by the user. The

user system, in turn, stimulates Jie problem-solving process of.the

resource system.

i. a
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7a. Havelock uses the following definitions:

a. client The client is the group with whom the change agent

works. The client usually requests or takes part in

the diffusion process.

b. change agent The change agent is the person who is trying to

make the innovation. A vocational curriculum
specialist shou.d act as a change agent.

c. resource linker - The resource linker is the change agent or

person who brings together needs, resources,

and solutions.

b. The four change agent roles are:

a. Catalyst - shows need for change

b. Solution giver - provides a variety of alternative solutions

c. Process helper - helps those concerned test and select solutions

d. Resource linker - brings those with needs together with the

resource- and solutions

c. Havelock's six stages include:

a. Build a relationship.

b. Diagnose the prOlem.
c. Acquire relevant resources.

d. Choose the solution.
e. Gain acceptance.
f. Stabilize the innovation and ensure self-renewal.

d. A resource linker communicates, builds, and makes possible all six

stages in the Havelock model.

e. Your client is probably the school administrators in your district

and the students who will use a new program.

f.-n. (The specific responses to these activities depend on your partic-

ular client, community, and perceptions of yourself as change agent.)

8a. a. surFace problems - the obvious problems that are easily noticed

b. second-level symptoms - the attitudes and beliefs that led to the

outreach of surface problems

b. (The specific response to this artivity depends on your particular

situation.)

C. d. Identify problems.

b. Idertify opportuhities.
c. Look at the client a; a system.
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9 a. Person who states the problem: Interview the person who states

the problem.
b. Key informants within the system: Interview key informants who

know about the problems.

c. Group interviews: Interview a spokesman or a group of spokesmen

who represent the various groups.

d. Observation: Visit problem locations 6nd observe the people and

interrelationships.
e. Observation and measurement of system outputs: Gather hard

evidence and specific signs of the problem.

f. Organization of a self-diagnostic workshcp for the client system:

Organize meetings and workshops where the problems can be dis-

cussed
g. Outside diagnostic research team: If the system is large and

the problem is difficult, hire an outside agency to conduct a

needs analysis.
h. Collaborative systematic diagnostic program: Educate the ciient

system so that they can establish a competent needs analysis

system.

i. Continuous quantitative diagnostic monitoring: Main.cain a system

of continual evaluation on improvement so that the innovation

meets the needs of the community.

10a. a. Derivation of implications from research: Study research that

can give findings for the particular problem.

b. Generation of a range of solution ideas: Diagnose the problem

and suggest as many solutions as possible.

c. Feasibility testing: Evaluate the suggestiuns to dPcide which

one is best.

d. Adaptation: Shape and revise the best solution to f't your

particular needs.

b. (The specific response to this activity depen(_ u le particular

problem or innovation you selected.)

Ila. a. awareness
b. interest

c. evaluation
d. trial

e. adoption
f. integration

b. d. Awarene,' ihe change agent should descroe the problem to Ole

ur;ers tu in'till curiosity and interest.

b. Interest: The change agent should encourage the user.ti: actively

seek information.
c. Evaluation: The change agent should demonstrate the aCvaiages

of the 4nnovat'on.
TriPl: lhe chi.nge agent should continue to demonstrate the

achn'lge!; of the program and should support and encouri'ge the

new
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e. Adoption: The change agent should help the users adjust to the

new situation and provide services when problems or unexpected

obstacles arise.

f. Integration: The change agent should nurture th', integration

of new skills and practices into everyday procedures.

12a. If an idea or concept is not accepted and used a i natural practice

by the users, it has not been adopted. Acceptance leads to use, and

use to internalization. Internalization, then, is the change agent's

goal .

b. a. Continuing reward: Positive reinforcemeic in tE,ins of program

success is crucial if the user is to be s,Aisfied that the pro-

ject is worth continuing.

b. Practice and routinization: The innovatn should become a

routine part of everyday life.

c. Structural integration into the system7 ,n innovation must be

integrated into the existing structure.

d. Continuing evaluation: A provision for evaluation di:!--L1 the

life of an innovation ensures that it is ,perating as canned.

And, if necessary, revisions and impro.:ey,nts can made.

e. Providing for continuing maintenanc,.: There must some sort of

maintenance system to deal with break(iowns and rniviications.

If there is no one to correct problems, th will most

likely be discontinued.

f. Continuing adaptation capability: To :hanges in the

user system and in technology, there should !,? e system to deal

with prrqram adaptation on a cont4nuing

7 5
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Appendix B:
Possible Self-Check Reseonses

GOAL 11.1

1. Define the following terms: (11.11)

a. change agent--a person ',.;ho facilitates planned change or planned

innovation. In the context of this module, the disseminator,

marketer, or vocatioral corriculum specialist is considered a

change agent.

b. client--a person, ,,ganization, or community that the

change agent serves; the potential user of the innovation.

c: dissemination--that process through which information about a

product is communicated to consumers during the development

process to (1) promote consumer awareness of and interest

in specific innovations, and (2) induce consumer reactions

to those outputs, leading to eventual adoption of the output.

d. diffusion--the general term used to describe the complete

procedure of dissemination, implementation, and utilization.

Diffusion includes the process of informing others about an

innovation.

e. implementation--the process of carrying out and using an innovation.

f. innovation--the idea, product or change that is new to people

and that is the concern of the implementation and diffusion

process.

g. user--the person or group that will use the innovation.

h. integrated approach to diffusion--an approach to diffusion

that requires that the change agent participate in all phases

of program planning, development, diffusion, utilization, and

implementation.
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2. Describe the characteristics of people most likely to accept

innovations. (11.12)

a. educated
b. socially oriented
c. regular users of change agent channels

d. risk takers
e. have high aspirations

3. Explain how the Innovations Evaluation Guide can be used to

evaluate the benefits and costs of potential innovations. (11.13)

A set of criteria can be apOied to all possible innovations

to help make a rational decision based on essential information.

4. List and describe at least five of the attributes exhibited

by programs that are most easily adopted. (11.14)

Consider the student answer correct if it includes any 5

of the following.

a. relative advantage Product has low initial cost, low risk,
decrease in discomfort; saves time and

effort.

b. compatibility Product is consistent with user values.

c. simplicity Product does not require complex equipment.

d. trialability Product can be tested prior to adoption.

e. observability Results of using product are visible to

others.

f. low financial cost Results in low operating costs.

g. acceptable time
considerations

h. reasonal require-
ments and size

Reasonable amount of time is required for

preparinq the administration, training
instructors,or ordering supplies.

The physical facilities required in order

to install, use, and operate the program

are acceptable.
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5. Explain the difference between an integrated approach and a sequelt -1

approach to development and dissemination. (11.15)

An integrated approach involves both the developer and user during

all stages of product development and dissemination.

A sequential approach does not involve the user during all phases

of development and dissemination.

6. Briefly describe the four models of dissemination, implementation,

and utilization. (11.16)

a. Research, Development, and Diffusion Model

In this model resource agencies or publishing companies outside

the system of potential users develop the innovative program:

and products and present the completed package to usersschool:

and teachers. Reliance on this model often results in the

development of a large number of innovative programs and

materials that are not successfully implemented later in the

schools. The major criticism of th:s model is that no

attention is focused on the needs, values, and experiences of the

user. It assumes that users will automatically adopt an

innovation merely because information about its value has been

given.

b. Social Interaction Model

The social interaction model places emphasis on the external

resource as the initiator of change. This model stresses the

influence of opinion leaders. The success of innovations is

based on personal contact between the staff of the external

resources or development agency and key users. Proponents of

this model believe that change is likely to be initiated from

outside the user system because the user system is in a steady

state and resists change from within.

c. Problem-Solving Model

The problem-solving model is one in which the user identifies his

own needs and diagnoses his own problems. Only in the search

for solutions to these problems does the external resource play

D role. Once the resource has provided a potential solution,

the user adopts the suggested innovation, applies it, and

evaluates its success. This model heavily emphasizes the

importance of the user, rather than the external resource,

as the source of both interest in change and awareness of a

problem needing change. The potential users (educators) are
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deeply involved in the planning and analysis of needs
assessment before the innovation is selected. The program
administration and teaching staff set the goals, define the needs,

and seek solutions, with the external resources acting only as
consultants.

d. Linkage Model

The linkage model combines elements of the problem-solving and

social interaction models. In this model both external resource
and user systems diagnose problems and search for solutions;
there is close communication between them.

7. Read each of the following case descriptions of how programs were

developed and implemented; then answer the questions that follow.

(11.16)

Case 1

A reL.earch organization conducted a national study on the need for

specific types of vocational training programs for the severely

handicapped. Their study showed that vocational programs for the

blind are feasible in an area like yours. They identified

several industries that could hire trained blind individuals.

The representatives of the research organization helpcd your

district get federal funding for the program, and provided the

training materials. They are now acting as consultants for the

maintenance of the program.

Which change model does this case illustrate?

X a. Research, Development, and Diffusion

b. Problem-Solving

c. Social Interaction

d. Linkage

Case 2

You are sitting in your school office going over next year's budget

when the door is thrown open. "Oh boy" you think, "Here is that

volunteer from VISTA who wants to start a program to teach high

school students how to upholster furniture. Now he has the leader
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of the union with him." You invite them in and the VISTA volunteer

describes the program he wants to develop. To your surprise, the

union is solidly behind his idea. The next day, you receive five
phone calls from influential leaders in the unions and in the
community , all of whom support the program. You explain again
and again that there is no money in the budget for any new programs.
Of course, you assure them that if there were money, you would
start the program. Several days later, the door is once again
thrown open. There is that VISTA fellow again. This time he is
delighted to tell you that he has raised enough money to start the
program. With no more excuses, you put together the teachers and
students and start the class.

Which model of change does this case most closely represent?

a. Research, Development, and Diffusion

b. Problem-Solving

X c. Social Interaction

d. Linkage

Case 3

You are employed by a school district to administer vocational education

programs. One day, while talking with several students in the
carpentry class, you learn that the students and teacher would like

to try to repair school buildings as part of their course. It

sounds like a good idea, so you talk to the carpentry teacher, the

school principal, and the district director. They are all encouraging,

so you go back to the students and the teacher to get more information

on what they want. Together you work out the details of a new

program and develop the curriculum guide. By the next semester, the

course is ready to be used on a tryout basis. You and the teacher

evaluate the effectiveness of the course by using previously agreed

upon criteria; you also make modifications in the course as the

semester progresses. At the end of a year and after many revisions,
all--you, the teacher, the students, and the district director--

agree that the course was a success, and it will be continued for at

least one more year.

Which change model does this case most closely represent?

a. Research, Development, and Diffusion

X b. Problem-Solving

c. Social Interaction

d. Linkage
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GOAL 11.2

8. Describe the four roles of the change agent. (11.21)

a. catalyst - shows the need for change

b. solution giver

c. process helper

d. resource linker

- provides a variety of alternative

solutions

- helps those concerned test and

select solutions

brings those with needs together

with the resources and solutions

9. List and describe the six stages of the Havelock model cf innovation

and change. (11.22)

a. Building the relationship--The
change agent must develop a viable

relationship with the client system.

b. Diagnose the problem--The change agent must articulate and analyze

the needs and problems of the client.

c. Acquire relevant resources--The
change agent must define and

obtain resources that will help solve the problems.

d. Choose the solution--The change agent must decide how to solve

the problem in a way that best fits the client and the situation.

e. Gain acceptance--The change agent must communicate the solution

or the innovation so that others will accept it.

f. Stabilize and ensure self-renewal--The change agent must ensure

that the innovation can be maintained and renewed.

10. Describe the four considr-rations for establishing a successful

first encounter with clients and the community. (11.23)

a. friendliness - The change agent must convince

others that his intentions are

to help them.
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b. familiarity

c. rewardingness

d. responsiveness

The change agent must prove that he
is like his clients--in appearance
and manner.

The change agent should do something
for his client as soon as possible.

The change agent should be a good
listener and show his client that
he cares.

11. List the six danger signals that indicate a successful relationship

may not be possible. (11.24)

a. There is a long history of unresponsiveness to change.

b. The user wants to use the change agent as a pawn.

c. The user is already committed to a particular position.

d. The user is powerless in his own house.

e. The user shows many signs of pathology or major incapacity.

f. The user makes a negative response to a well-managed initial

encounter effort.

12. Describe three ways to diagnose a client's problem or need. (11.25)

a. Identify the problems.

b. Identify the opportunities.

c. Look at the client as a system.

13. Describe the nine mechanisms that can be used for acquiring

information and relevant resources. (11.26)

a. Interview the person who states the problem.

b. Interview key informLnts who know about the problem.
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c. Intervie a ,c1A(-,ilan or a group of spokesmen.

d. Visit problem loc,Itions and observe tir problem firsthand.

e. Gather hard data as evidence of the problem.

f. Organize meetings and workshops where problems can be

discussed.

g. Hire an outside agency to study the problem and conduct a

needs analysis.

h. Use an outside team to conduct a workshop to solve the problem.

i. Educate the client system so that they can conduct a needs

analysis.

14. Describe the four steps that should be completed before a solution

to a parti,-ular problem is decided upon. (11.27)

a. Derive implications from research to determine findings

regarding particular problems.

b. Generate a range of solutions or ideas that might be acceptable.

c. Test and (Naluate the feasibility of the solutions to determine

which is most appropriate.

d. Adapt the best solution so that it fits your particular needs.

15. List and describe the six phases in the orocess of individual

adoption. (11.28)

a. Awareness--The user knows there is a problem and a solution or

innovation that might solve the problem.

b. Interest--The user is concerned about the problem and shows

interest in the innovation.

c. Evaluation--The user makes a judgment regarding the innovation.

d. Trial--The user is willing to try the innovation.
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e. AdoptionThe uspr approves of the innovation and adripts it as

a practice.

IntegraLionThe user adopts his system so that the innovation is

totally integrated into tho standard practices and procedures

of everyday life.

16. Explain how the change agent can expedite each of the six phases of

the adoption process. (11.29)

a. AwarenessThe change agent can describe the problem and point

out the consequences.

h. Interest--The change agent should encourage the c'iient to

actively search for solutions.

c. Evaluation--The change agent should demonstrate the innovation.

d. Trial--The change agent should continue to demonstrate the

innovation and provide additional data as required.

e. Adoption--The change agent should assist those adopting the

innovation by providing supplies or services as necessary.

f. Integration--The change agent should nurture the integracioh of

new skills and practices into everyday procedures.

17. Describe six procedures that help to ensure that a program will be

maintained. (11.210)

a. Continual rwrd should be given to the user.

b. Time should be provided so that the innovation can be practiced

until it becomes a routine procedure.

c. The innovation should be structurally integrated into the

system.

d. The innovation should be evaluated on a continuing basis to

ensure its appropriateness.

(2--r2

e. ?he innovation should have a maintenance system to ensure that

all components are in order.

1( f. There should be a continuing adaptation capability so that changes

Gt-

in the user system are reflected in the innovation.
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